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Invigilator Girds For Battle
I

Bring Philosophy out 
of the Classroom I am an irresponsible and il

literate examination invigilator, from the exam room, even for 
Furthermore, your campus news- blatantly using three fully open 
paper has called on my irrespon- and clearly marked text-books), 
sibility to produce an article on We are told, as invigilators, to 
how I interpret my job how it is d0 our best, to look meancing. The 
interpreted by my “superiors,” best proof of our effectiveness, is 
and equally important, how many the many times I have stood, with 
students have been caught at what fellow watchmen, in the back of a 
sort of cheating in the exam room, class> and witnessed a terrified 
and to expose what has been done cheater, realizing that his whole

1 might depend on the next 
three minutes, trembling at the 

I know that exams are a farce, possibilities of hearing the heavy 
They fail to adequately evaluate steps of my scholarly shoes (for 
even the most lethargic student, such occasions I wear myheav- 
From my experience as an aca- iest Brogues) as his papers 
demie, and from more or less tremble, and he pretends to be

shielding his eyes from the sun, 
and quickly darts his eyes to a 
paper three feet away.

a student expellednever seen

By the Fifth Year Class of the Department 
of Philosophy, Futan University, Shanghai 

In April last year, our class went to the Shanghai Bicycle Factory to do a stint of productive work 
at the grass-roots level. During our two and a half months’ stay there, we studied Chairman Mao’s 
works with a view to solving the practical problems we came across; at the same time, we helped the 
workers organize their study of Mao Tse-tung’s works and served as their instructors. We felt we 
gained a great deal both ideologically and in rectifying our attitude towards study, learning quite a few 
things which we could not have learned in the classroom.

DO AS CHAIRMAN MAO 
" TEACHES

Was it necessary for us to go All this won the approval of the we wanted to solve through the 
to the factory? On this question workers, who said that university study of that article. Since our 
we had differing views at first, students today were different
Some said, «We should spend from those of the past. Many of return to our university, we have 
more time on books. Such a long them put up posters praising us been going back every Sunday to 
period of manual labour will have as socialist-minded and well ed- Shan hai Bicycle Factory to 
an adverse effect on our studies, uca ed abourers continue our studies with the
and is not worth it." Some of those We also learned much from the , Tnria v this factory
from worker or peasant families workers’ wholehearted devotion b0asts more than seventy groups 
said, «We’ve been used to manual to their work and high sense of works
labour since childhood, so there responsibility in performing their studying Mao ise-tungs works.
is no need to stress it now.” daily tasks. COMBINING THEORY

To find the correct answer We re-read Chairman Mao’s ar- WITH PRACTICE
many of us carefully studied art- tide *Im Memory of Norman
icles by Chairman Mao such as Bethune” in which he said that a We were deeply impressed by 
“The Orientation of the Youth man’s ability may be great or the matter-of-fact way in which 
Movement*”, 'The May 4th Move- small, but if only he has the the workers combined theory with 
ment and Reform Our Study” and spirit of doing everything for the practice in studying Chairman 
thought over his teaching: benefit of others and nothing for Mao’s works. A typical example

In the final analysis, the his own, he can be useful to the is what they did after studying 
dividing line between révolu- people. This became clearer to us “In Memory of Norman Bethune”. 
tionary intellectuals and non- now than ever before. As one of
revolutionary or counter-re- our classmates put it, “The func- In accordance with Chairman 
volutionary intellectuals is tion of a screw is seen from the Mao’s teaching that Chinese Com - 
whether or not they are willing performance of the entire mach- munist Party members should 
to identify themselves with the ine, and the role of a man is learn from Bethune’s* interna- 
workers and peasants and actu- decided by the needs of the whole tionalist spirit, some of the work- 
ally do so. (The May 4thMove- country.” We determined to free ers pledged to step up production 
ment) ourselves of the sense of super- so as to render more support to
After serious discussion we iority so common among intellec- the revolutionary struggles of 

came to see the truth of this tuais, and to serve as a «rust- oppressed nations and peoples, 
statement. In the history of the proof screw* of the Lei Feng*
Chinese revolution many intellec- type, 
tuais had to risk their lives to

mmt
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fto them. yearr* i4the hardest and “dirtiest" jobs, with the workers what problems r

Isharing the professors’ view- 
point, I have heard exams des
cribed rather as excuses for até tefellow professors’ own laziness, 
and have at times seen fellow 
teachers laughing gleefully at a 
students mistakes , before pre- 
senting a failing mark of 45 or 
46 perhaps marking the dif
ference between returning to Uni
versity, or leaving to a life of 
probable intellectual vacancy.

The point that I am trying to 
make is that, while I could list 
stories of cheaters for thousands 
of column inches, I cannot con
tinue to let cheaters slip through 
my fingers any more. I am, luck- 
ily for you, at least three years 
ahead of my fellow invigilators. 
Even the freshman have a full de-

It
v

■“see no evil !■
• • •

Remember that the invigilator member also that generally the 
is just as reluctant to catch the worst that can happen to you is 
cheater as is the cheater to be embarrassment, and quietly be- 
caught. Remember that unless ing put in the back of the room with 
you are making a fool of the invig- the seven or eight equally ob- 
ilator, i. e. unless he knew all vious, and equally tiresome stu- 
along that you were cheating, and dents, and remember finally, that 
you suddenly make it painfully any invigilator under 65 years old 
obvious, then chances are that he considers the entire thing a 
will not want to bother all the less rather dull and unfair sport 
obvious cheaters around you. Re- . . . why not for a change give us

a real hunt to worry about?

I
I am not going to discuss fail- gree of cheating before them, and 

ures in the educational system - since I will be the only one look- 
readers are adequate proof ing for them in a room of threeyour

of that. Perhaps more relevant hundred, if they know the rules of 
than my own comments on wat- t*16 game their chances are pretty 
ching these terrified parrots good. The most important one is 
entering the Memorial Rink, are that if you can’t cheat well, you 
my suggestions as to what the don’t deserve to pass, 
successful cheater should know to 
complete final examinations with 
a minimum of effort.

I

\
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SOW Drip Condemns Backwash
We are engaging in a sport, and 

it is unfair for we invigilators to 
take advantage of poor students 
without their understanding the 
rules. Perhaps like hunting, if 
we both understand what the other 
is doing, then, I for one can freely 
drag out the cheater who makes 
himself obvious, and respectfully 
allow his more intelligent con
temporaries to make the Dean’s 
list, complete their honours de
grees, and go on to become the 
scholars of tomorrow.

MONTREAL (CUP) - A Sir College in Springfield, Mass., world record for toothbrushingby 
George Williams university stu- has inspired a number of new in- more than 20 hours, 
dent last week took a sixty-hour ternational records. Not to be outdone, two Acadia
dousing to claim the new record While two Acadian students co-eds tossed their way to a new 
for the world’s longest shower survived a 50-hour shower Jan. national record for ice cube 
bath. 19-21, another endured a molar- throwing: 1,316 tosses of a single

Campbell Mussells, a second polishing marathon of 31 and a ice cube of standard size, at room 
year engineering student, entered half hours to smash a previous temperature, 
a shower at 10.30 a. m. Jan. 28-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

eLooking up to Bethune’s strong 
sense of responsibility towards 
work, his profound love for his eSTUDYING PHILOSOPHY 

WITH THE WORKERS 
In the course of our factory comrades and the people and his 

work we observed that the work- ceaseless efforts to perfect his 
had not only strong class professional skill, the workers

take the revolutionary path of 
uniting with the workers and peas
ants. Today, when the revolution 
has been victorious, conditions ers 
are extremely favourable for our feeling but also rich experience earnestly examined their own 
development. Yet if we do not in actual struggle. They were work and modestly learned from 
conscientiously strive to identify good at grasping the main con- other factories, subsequently 
ourselves with the workers and tradiction, or, in their own words, raising the quality of theii pio—

ducts.

!
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and emerged two and a half days 
later. During his ordeal he left the 
shower for a total of 25 minutes,

«ïïysfr
The natent champion who iop^sWe^ alisTposted

slept, ate and listened to the radio two victories. Montreal remained in third spot while the always 
whi e showering, had a word of powerful University of Toronto Blues held onto fourth spot with a 
advice for others with the same \2 _ i record. H
idea *" “Don,t'” , ,, , In basketball the only change in the top five was Carleton trading

rhe Pr£vl0US w°rld s r®c.or?» Places with McMaster moving into fourth spot. The University of 
Conege Halifax was 53 hours W*nds.0r Lf(cer* remained < a* per usual) on top followed by Acadia 
?he shower ïï'whÜh original ^ Edm°nt°n Wh° appear t0 the class of the west- 

at the American International

Saints are Nation& Best
Their methods of applying Me in Peking? That’s more ridic- 

what they learned helped us to ulous than Stanfield in Ottawa. it is relevant here to state that 
understand that the working Qf some of these articles, each in nine years as a University stu-
people study Chairman Mao’s time we re_read them with this dent, I was unable, even when
works for the purpose of master- new approach we learnt something knowing the exam questions one
ing the weapon of struggle, where- new and found that there were week before hand, to complete an
as we intellectuals, studying for points which we had not thorough- entire paper without examining

. the mere purpose of acquiring , understood before. someone else’s answers perhaps
peasants it is still impossible for “tackling the key problem in knowiedge, often separate theory only to see whether they were
us to become the theoreticians production. from practice and spend much Our experience of factory work right, or to check how much time
they need nor can we persist in Once the key was found, the time hammering away at abstract further convinced us of what they were wasting on the wrong
the revolution to the end. To be a problem was readily solved. In terms and concepts and trying to Chairman Mao said in «On Prac-
revolutionary theoretician one their practical work and in as- get theoretical principles by rote tice:
must first of all be a revolution- sessing outputs, the workers knew instead of grasping their spirit , Surely if I had been caught by an
ary who is resolved to become how to aPPU such philosophical and essence. For that matter we If you want to know the theory invigilator, I would have hotly
one with the workers and peas- principles as the relationship be- felt that while we helped the work- and methods of revolution, you denied any suggestion of cheating. 
ants tween balance and imbalance or ers in their studies, they were must take part in revolution, it is probably for this reason that

With this understanding we left between quality and quantity. This helping us too. Following their So if we really want to grasp as an invigilator today, I have
for the factory in high spirits, enabled us to see more clearly example we went through many Marxist-Leninist philosophy, we J been told that nearly every stu-
each taking with him a set of the that philosophy actually comes articles again, paying attention to must join the working people in dent watches surrounding papers,
“Selected Works Qf Mao Tse- from the revolutionary practice linking their contents with our ay their practical struggles and many actually cheat, and most, li
tung” and a plan for self-remould- of millions upon millions of lab- thoughts and applying them to learn in these struggles. We must |caught, terrify neighbouring stu-

ouring people, and that by taking practice. Although we had been learn philosophy outside the .dents by being hauled to the back 
part in productive labour we can able to recite whole paragraphs ciassroom. of their class to finish. (I have
learn a great deal of living phil- _______ ______________________________ ____ _____________________ ____________________________

\Im.Mil

answers.
BASKETBALL:

HOCKEY:
1. St. Dunstan’s
2. Manitoba
3. Montreal
4. Toronto
5. St. Francis
6. Ottawa
7. Laurentian
8. Edmonton
9. Western
10. U.N.B.

1. Windsor
2. Acadia
3. Edmonton
4. Carleton
5. McMaster
6. Calgary
7. Waterloo Lutheran
8. St. Mary’s
9. St. Francis
10. Toronto

FLORIDA PROPAGANDA 
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. - 

California has a would-be defect
or.

John Wallace, just back from a 
trip to San Francisco, said a 
limousine driver in the Calif
ornia city asked him where he 
was from. “Florida,” said Wal
lace.

ing in the factory:'Vo
BECOMING ONE 

WITH THE WORKERS 
We lived in the workers’ dor- osophical truths from the work-

mitories with a view to ridding 
ourselves of the arrogant airs of us that I* the the workers were 
intellectuals, remoulding our armed with Mao Tse-tung’s think- 
thoughts and feelings and becom- ing and their practical experience 
ing one with the workers. We also was raised to the theoretical 
made up our minds to pass the test plane, they could play a still more 
of physical labour. We ached all conscious role in the three great 
over after the first day’s work, revolutionary movements - class 
But we were encouraged by an struggle, the struggle for produc- 
old worker who told us, “In the tion and scientific experiment, 
old society labour was a painful We saw that many workers were 
thing because we were exploited eager to study Chairman Mao’s

works. So we talked over the mat-

“Do you know what Calif, 
stands for?” the driver asked. 
“It stands for come and live in 
Florida.”

He mused a moment, then 
added: “That’s where I wished 
I lived.”

ers. At the same time it struck

scholarly sweat shops Apply NOW

TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES
MONTREAL (CUP) - Sports is public subsidy. legiate Athletic Union (CIAU) is

ail the rage south of the border. Sport in Canada faces a number not yet in a position to do the horn- 
Americans have the time, the of natural obstacles which will blowing and arm-twisting neces- 
money and the inclination to probably not be ove/come tor sary to build any auras about Can- 
follow and participate in more generations. One is edmate. The adian college sports, 
sports than any people in history, country has to make use of what 

Canada probably will never be it has; a cold, six-month win . 
this sports-oriented; she can’t be. Another obstacle is tra In .
There are too many obstacles to In hockey, the nations °r e, 
overcome. Nor should she neces- Canada s turns out the world 
sarily strive to be; there are best atheletes. But she is unlikely 
other areas in which to excel, to turn out as many fine football,

Yet sport is making a worth- baseball or basketball players, 
while contribution to Canadian Imported sports are naturally 
life - one that is growing yearly less popular with Canadians than

sports which have originated or

in Ontario Secondary Schools 
— a publication Ontario Secondary School Board are util
izing to advertise 1965-66 vacancies.

Fill out the coupon below (please print) and mail to:

RATS EAT MAN’S SAVINGS 
LAGARES, Portugal — Jose 

Maderia never had much faith in 
banks. He kept his life’s savings — 
8,000 escudos ($300) in banknotes 
— in a bag at home. Recently, 
he needed money. When he looked 
into the bag, he found that rats 
had chewed up the notes.

What’s more, the CIAU isn't 
powerful enough to build strong 
leagues and limelight is a big 
problem for the Canadian univer- 
sities. Notre Dame often gets 
more space in Montreal news
papers than McGill.

and ‘b^eauc^t^o^p^a^irs.^But ter with them and organized a 

in the new society we workers study group with the help of the
factory’s Party committee. To
gether with the workers we stud-

TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES? 69 Eglinton Ave. East 
Toronto 12, Ontario

are our our masters. We are

We were deeply impressed by the Foolish Old Man Who Removed 
workers' responsible attitude. The Mountains,- -Analys s of the 
Eager to learn from them, we Classes in Chinese Society- -On 
started work half an hour earlier The Correct Handling of Con-

tradictions Among the People” 
and other articles. To achieve

NAME

STREET..............
TOWN OR CITY.

and adding spark and economic 
stimulus to the life of the country, grown up in Canada.

A third reason is the size and 
character of the fan market. 
There are fewer Canadians than 
Americans - with less money, 
less time and more pressing 
matters than sport to think of. 
In Eastern Canada there is a 

head of CRATCH. He entered R’s cultural division among the fans 
office, greeted by “Ooo’s” and as well, and French Canadians 
“Ahhh’s” from R’s secretaries, have less of a sporting tradition 

“Something’s come up,” saidR, than English Canadians.
“the notorious Greenthumb has 
been on campus and we think we agination of the nation’s youth, 
know what he’s up to.” and attracts its support. The

H. was noticeably disinterest- other sports haven’t the glamour
to attract a big following and are 

“We think,” said R., “he plans not well developed on the lower 
to blow up the IBM machine.” levels. The quality of play is poor 

H. stared at R. “I don’t see the in most sports as a result. Yet 
point,” said 068. quality is seldom a large factor

“The IBM machine, man.” in the popularity of a sport. Bal- 
“So what.” anced leagues, traditional rival-
“Don’t fool with me 068,” said ries, outstanding atheletes, glam- 

R. “The IBM machine controls mour and excitement draw fans 
us and you know it. It is the sym- at all levels of sport. The Can-

League has

UNIVERSITY COURSE.
The nation’s universities would 
do well to hitch their wagon to the 
sporting boom, both to enhance 
student life and to encourage

than usual every day to clean up
ers prepare^for the^ay’sfproduc- practical results before reading 

tion. Every one volunteered to do an article we always discussed

1

li

11P.H. slides again
P.H. emerged from his duplex, '

split-level, urban apartment 
house and proceeded toward his 
automobile. H’s quick reflexes 
noticed that he was being follow
ed by a short, blonde female with 
a noticeable bulge in her sweater.
He slowed his pace and, as the 
blonde passed him by, belted her.
The girl was laid out. J. knelt 
down, kissing the girl on her 
luscious red lips, “Tell SCAT 
they’ll have to think up some 
better weapon than what you have 
behind that sweater of yours, 
honey.” The girl sighed. SCAT,
(Society of Criminals, Arsonists 
and other Traitorous fellows), 
as everyone knows, is H’s and 
CRATCH’S (Confraternity of Re
searchers Against Traitors and 
other Carniverous Hedonistic 
Sadists) chief enemy. H must, at 
all times, be on the lookout for 
these deceitful villains, while, 
at the same time, keeping a cool 
indifferent air about him.

H. entered his car (A super- 
Gran Turisimo,

Interesting Facts About 

GRADUATE S^r
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Only hockey captures the im- XAT Mc:WiMk
1

ed. One student in e" 
studying for a mas 
or Engineering DeptY

t Most are receiving g 
ship financial suppoi$')>r/i

1;.A i?
Most of those holdini 
been branted suppl 
Assistantships.

•PH

is *
IV- »

xii Footballbol of all controlled society. If adian 
Greenthumb and his oriental bud- learned how to draw the fans and 
dies succeed in their plot, our the lesson is paying a healthy 
whole society, as we know it, dividend.
will be destroyed. The University Harry Griffiths, McGill's pres
will lose its control over its ent Atheletics Director and for- 
students and all of our faculty merly Manager of the University

of Toronto’s Varsity Stadium, in
dicates that things weren’t always 

“If you fail, you will be re- so. “Ten years ago,” says Mr. 
placed by 070 and you know what Griffiths, “the Blues were out- 
that means.” drawing the Toronto Argonauts

H. was disinterested. He got two to one. Then they were eating
humble pie. Now it-s the other way 
around.”

Competition from the pros has 
certainly hurt big-time college

many

IIF is.T: •A '

y/vYV

' V- * ■ .j ^ , * - • *
l . V iv- J

All are enjoying the i 
and regular personal 
a situation made pothings gO

better.i^witii
LoKe

t
T»

Many are participât! 
grams of interdiscipli 
Physics, as well as in 
Biology.

will leave. And H.V
“Yes.”-i

• v

horsepower,
Volkswagon) and drove down the 
Interstate Parkway. H.’s VW
looked like any automobile but h. to the redhead who happened 
was, in actuality, an arsenal on to be at his side. “State cops 
wheels. Every possible weapon don’t have crew-cuts and this1 
that could be found was fitted one does.” H. cool y opened his 
into the cramped vehicle by glove compartment and pushed the 
CRATCH’S ingenious scientists outton marked “GRENADE 
H. cruised down the Interstate, LAUNCHER,” sending a grenade 
doing his customary 95 MPH's, up the trooper’s tail-pipe.
when he noticed in his carefully “That’ll fix the b..........d,” said , . .
hidden rear-view mirror a police 068 indifferently. ts there any hope for me. legiate
car, apparently (as H.’s over- “Ah,” said the redhead. reached for the secretary (NCAA) has led ^wayin pro-
sensitive ears picked up) sounding GREENTHUMB and ^ried her over her desk moting college athele cs The
his siren. The squad car pulled h. drove up to 300 the Water- irno his arms. He kissed her NCAA has built a big-time aura 
parallel with H. and the trooper man Administration building ct passionately. Shivers went up and into college sports and has or- 
inside the car waved our hero the world renowned University ol down the girl’s spine. “No,” he ganized them into balanced, ex-

Vermont, having received a call said indifferently, dropping her to citing leagues.
his wrist-watch radio from R. the floor. I~" _ ___

\ %
FM Science and Engineerii 

most advanced researcup to leave.
“ ...068,” said R. 
“Yes.” Most are gaining univer 

in an Assistantship pro
“Be careful.”
H. smiled indifferently. He left sports in Canada. Yet 

the office and walked into the an- American schools (e. g. Har-
vard) draw big crowds despite 

“Oh, H.”, said the pert, cute competition from as many as four 
brunette secretary at the door, big league pro teams.

“Yes.”

teroom. All have the rare oppe 
intellectual boundaries 
body that is half Can;mIn the States the National Col- 

Atheletic Association Interested stu 
informatif

Meanwhile, back at the lodge, it’s time-out time for 
the unmistakable taste of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Lifts 
your spirits, boosts your energy ...

Both Coca Cola and Coke aie tegisleicd ludc mj,-s »h,cn identity only Ihe piodud ol Coca Cola Lidover.
“That’s no state cop,” said on The infant Canadian Intercol-

j


